In this article we pose the problem of existence and uniqueness of convex body for which the projection curvature radius function coincides with given function. We nd a necessary and su cient condition that ensures a positive a n s w er to both questions and suggest an algorithm of construction of the body. A l s o w e nd a representation of the support function of a convex body by projection curvature radii.
x1. INTRODUCTION Let F(!) be a function de ned on the sphere S 2 . The existence and uniqueness of convex body B IR 3 for which the mean curvature radius at a point o n @B with outer normal direction ! coincides with given In this paper we generalize the classic problem in a di erent direction and pose a similar problem for the projection curvature radii of convex bodies (see 4] ). By B we denote the class of convex bodies B IR 3 .
We need some notation.
S 2 { the unit sphere in IR 3 (the space of spatial directions), S ! S 2 { the great circle with pole at ! 2 S 2 , B(!) { projection of B 2 B onto the plane containing the origin in IR 3 and ortogonal to !. R(! ') { c u r v ature radius of @B(!) at the point whose outer normal direction is ' 2 S ! .
Let F(! ') be a nonnegative function de ned on f(! ') : ! 2 S 2 ' 2 S ! g (the space of " ags" see 1]).
In this article we pose: Problem 1. existence and uniqueness (up to a translation) of a convex body for which R(! ') = F(! ') and ( Below w e show that the Problem 1. is equivalent to the problem of existence of a function H( ) de ned on S 2 satis ng the di erential equation
'' = F (! ') for every ! 2 S 2 and ' 2 S ! :
Note, that if restrictions of H( ) satis es (1.4), then (the extention of) H( ) i s c o n vex.
De nition 1.1. If for given F(! ') there exists H( ) 2 C 2 (S 2 ) de ned on S 2 that satis es (1.4), then H( ) is called a spherical solution of (1.4).
In (1.4), H ! (') is a ag function, so we recall the basic concepts associated with ags (in integral geometry the concept of a ag was rst systematically employed by R . V . A m bartzumian in 1]).
A ag is a pair (! '), where ! 2 S 2 and ' 2 S ! . T o e a c h ag (! ') corresponds a dual ag
where 2 S 2 is the spatial direction same as ' 2 S ! , w h i l e 2 S is the direction same as !. Given a ag function g(! '), we denote by g the image of g de ned by
where (! ') = ( ).
De nition 1.2. For every ! 2 S 2 , (1.4) reduces to a di erential equation on the circle S ! . A n y c o n tinuous function G(! ') that is a solution of (1.4) for every ! 2 S 2 we call a ag solution.
De nition 1.3. If a ag solution G(! ') satis es
(no dependence on the variable ), then G(! ') is called a consistent ag solution.
There is an important principle: each consistent ag solution G(! ') of (1.4) produces a spherical solution of (1.4) via the map 8) and vice versa: restrictions of any spherical solution of (1.4) onto the great circles is a consistent ag solution.
Hence the problem of nding the spherical solutions reduces to nding the consistent ag solutions.
To solve the latter problem, the present paper applies the consistency method rst used in 3] and 5]
in an integral equations context. It is easy to see that
where ( ) is the ag dual to (! ').
Note, that in the Problem 1. uniquness (up to a translation) follows from the classical uniqueness result on Christo el problem, since
In case F(! ') 0 is nonnegative, the equation ( where P ( ) i s t h e p o i n t o n @B whose outer normal has the direction 2 S , d is the usual angular measure on S ). The set of points fP ( ) 2 S O mg we w i l l c a l l t h e b e l t o f B with normal .
Throughout the paper (in particular, in Theorem 1.2 that follows) we use usual spherical coordinates for points ! 2 S 2 based on a choice of a North Pole N 2 S 2 and a reference point = 0 on the equator S N . W e put = 2 ; ( d ! N) so that the points (0 ) lie on the equator S N . T h e p o i n t with coordinates we will denote by ( ) N Remark, that the order of integration in the last integral of (1.11) is important.
Obviously Theorem 1.2 suggests a practical algorithm of reconstruction of convex bodies from projection curvature radius function R(! ') b y calculation of the support function H( ).
We turn to Problem 1. Let R(! ') be the projection curvature radius function of a convex body B.
Then F(! ') R(! ') necessarily satis es the following conditions:
1. where F ( ) = F(! ') (see (1.6) ) and E is the East direction at the point ( ) with respect (Theorem 5.1).
Let F(! ') be a nonnegative c o n tinuously di erentable function de ned on f(! ') : ! 2 S 2 '2 S ! g. Using (1.11), we construct a function F( ) de ned on S 2 : '' = F(! ') for every ! 2 S 2 and ' 2 S ! :
where F ! (') is the restriction of F( ) (given by (1.14)) onto S ! .
Note that, in 6] the same problem for centrally symmetrical convex bodies was posed and a necessary and su cient condition ensuring a positive a n s w er found.
x2. GENERAL FLAG SOLUTION OF (1.4) We x ! 2 S 2 and a pole N 2 S 2 and try to solve (1.4) as a di erential equation of second order on the circle S ! .
We start with two results from 8]. 
x3. THE CONSISTENCY CONDITION Now w e consider C = C(!) and S = S(!) in (2.4) as functions of ! = ( ) and try to nd C(!) a n d S(!)
from the condition that g(! ') satis es (1.7). We write g(! ') in dual coordinates i.e. g(! ') = g ( ) and require that g ( ) should not depend on for every 2 S 2 , i.e. for every 2 where is the spherical coordinates with respect to , where E is the East direction at the point ( ) with respect .
Proof. Using spherical geometry, one can prove that (see also ( From (7.5), by (1.12) we obtain (1.11). Theorem 1.2 is proved.
